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Complete PET is a brand new course for the PET exam. It combines the very best in contemporary classroom practice with stimulating topics
aimed at teenagers and young adults. The course covers every part of the PET exam in detail providing preparation, practice, information and
advice to ensure that students are fully prepared for every part of the exam. Informed by Cambridge's unique searchable database of real
exam scripts, the Cambridge Learner Corpus, and providing an official PET past exam paper from Cambridge ESOL, Complete PET is the
most authentic PET exam preparation course available.
Frank, incendiary, and luminous collection by influential poet resounds with intense sensuality and seductively unique music.
Venture into First for Schools is an international course preparing secondary students for the Cambridge English: First for Schools exam.The
course prepares students for exam success from the outset with systematic skills development and scaffolded exam practice in every unit.
Exam guides offer tips and hints for every task type, and students can prepare for the examination with the online practice test.Covering a
huge range of topics, from The Simpsons to Shakespeare, the course encourages cultural insights and critical thinking and keeps students
motivated to achieve success.
A comprehensive introduction to the tools, techniques and applications of convex optimization.
Prepare for 2020 A2 Key and A2 Key for Schools exams 6 complete tests provide extensive training, tips and exam strategies Grammar bank
Student app Number of tests: 6 Components: Students' Book with Key Students' Book without Key Resources: Audio Online resources:
Online audio Answer keys Audio scripts Overview of resources with how and when to use in class Speaking Test (video) Examiner feedback
(video) About the Exam (video) Frequently asked questions (video) Video worksheets Writing samples & examiner feedback Writing
worksheets Listening teaching ideas Writing teaching ideas Speaking teaching ideas
Cuaderno de actividades con ejercicios para practicar las destrezas y contenidos del Student¿s Book.
No other description available.
Many problems in the sciences and engineering can be rephrased as optimization problems on matrix search spaces endowed with a socalled manifold structure. This book shows how to exploit the special structure of such problems to develop efficient numerical algorithms. It
places careful emphasis on both the numerical formulation of the algorithm and its differential geometric abstraction--illustrating how good
algorithms draw equally from the insights of differential geometry, optimization, and numerical analysis. Two more theoretical chapters
provide readers with the background in differential geometry necessary to algorithmic development. In the other chapters, several well-known
optimization methods such as steepest descent and conjugate gradients are generalized to abstract manifolds. The book provides a generic
development of each of these methods, building upon the material of the geometric chapters. It then guides readers through the calculations
that turn these geometrically formulated methods into concrete numerical algorithms. The state-of-the-art algorithms given as examples are
competitive with the best existing algorithms for a selection of eigenspace problems in numerical linear algebra. Optimization Algorithms on
Matrix Manifolds offers techniques with broad applications in linear algebra, signal processing, data mining, computer vision, and statistical
analysis. It can serve as a graduate-level textbook and will be of interest to applied mathematicians, engineers, and computer scientists.
A communication-focussed course in American English. This flexible course builds confidence through an emphasis on speaking and
listening skills, and enhances learning through the innovative and interactive digibook. The Teacher's Resource Book Pack contains teacher's
notes, a test generator CD-ROM and a webcode for the Digibook.
Interested in the Genetic Algorithm? Simulated Annealing? Ant Colony Optimization? Essentials of Metaheuristics covers these and other
metaheuristics algorithms, and is intended for undergraduate students, programmers, and non-experts. The book covers a wide range of
algorithms, representations, selection and modification operators, and related topics, and includes 71 figures and 135 algorithms great and
small. Algorithms include: Gradient Ascent techniques, Hill-Climbing variants, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search variants, Iterated Local
Search, Evolution Strategies, the Genetic Algorithm, the Steady-State Genetic Algorithm, Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimization,
Genetic Programming variants, One- and Two-Population Competitive Coevolution, N-Population Cooperative Coevolution, Implicit Fitness
Sharing, Deterministic Crowding, NSGA-II, SPEA2, GRASP, Ant Colony Optimization variants, Guided Local Search, LEM, PBIL, UMDA,
cGA, BOA, SAMUEL, ZCS, XCS, and XCSF.

Destination B1: Grammar and Vocabulary has been designed for intermediate students at B1 (Threshold) level on the Council of
Europe's Common European Framewoirk Scale. It is the ideal grammar and vocabulary practice booksfor all students preparing to
take ang B1 level exam: e.g. Cambridge PET and for students working towards B2 level exams in the future.
The Tiger Time Activity Book offers further skills practice, complementing the Student's Book, and provides activities that support
mixed-ability classes. Childrens literacy skills are developed while key language is reinforced.
This book presents a carefully selected group of methods for unconstrained and bound constrained optimization problems and
analyzes them in depth both theoretically and algorithmically. It focuses on clarity in algorithmic description and analysis rather
than generality, and while it provides pointers to the literature for the most general theoretical results and robust software, the
author thinks it is more important that readers have a complete understanding of special cases that convey essential ideas. A
companion to Kelley's book, Iterative Methods for Linear and Nonlinear Equations (SIAM, 1995), this book contains many
exercises and examples and can be used as a text, a tutorial for self-study, or a reference. Iterative Methods for Optimization does
more than cover traditional gradient-based optimization: it is the first book to treat sampling methods, including the Hooke-Jeeves,
implicit filtering, MDS, and Nelder-Mead schemes in a unified way, and also the first book to make connections between sampling
methods and the traditional gradient-methods. Each of the main algorithms in the text is described in pseudocode, and a collection
of MATLAB codes is available. Thus, readers can experiment with the algorithms in an easy way as well as implement them in
other languages.
This Special Issue book focuses on the theory and practice of search engine optimization (SEO). It is intended for anyone who
publishes content online and it includes five peer-reviewed papers from various researchers. More specifically, the book includes
theoretical and case study contributions which review and synthesize important aspects, including, but not limited to, the following
themes: theory of SEO, different types of SEO, SEO criteria evaluation, search engine algorithms, social media and SEO, and
SEO applications in various industries, as well as SEO on media websites. The book aims to give a better understanding of the
importance of SEO in the current state of the Internet and online information search. Even though SEO is widely used by
marketing practitioners, there is a relatively small amount of academic research that systematically attempts to capture this
phenomenon and its impact across different industries. Thus, this collection of studies offers useful insights, as well as a valuable
resource that intends to open the door for future SEO-related research.
The features of this volume include: a systematic approach to word formation; a focus on grammar, providing essential FC
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grammar practice; a list of collocations and patterns; and a phrasal verb reference section with definitions from the Macmillan
English Dictionary for Advanced Learners.

Gateway is an academically rich five-level course designed to lead teenage students to success in school-leaving and
university entrance exams and prepare them for university and the world of work.
Written by senior examiners, Symond Burrows, Michaela Byrne and Sue Young, this AQA A2 Physical Education Student
Unit Guide is the essential study companion for Unit 3: Optimising Performance and Evaluating Contemporary Issues
within Sport. This full-colour book includes all you need to know to prepare for your unit exam: clear guidance on the
content of the unit, with topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a quick-reference index examiner's advice
throughout, so you will know what to expect in the exam and will be able to demonstrate the skills required exam-style
questions, with graded student responses, so you can see clearly what is required to get a better grade
A comprehensive and rigorous introduction for graduate students and researchers, with applications in sequential
decision-making problems.
Integrated skills practice for students of English as a foreign language at intermediate level and above.
Focus is a rich, varied, carefully levelled course for upper secondary students. Specially designed to motivate older
teens, it helps them to track their level and achieve the exam results they need. With its unique blended learning
package, Focus is the flexible course that gets results.
The new edition of this book presents a comprehensive and up-to-date description of the most effective methods in continuous optimization. It
responds to the growing interest in optimization in engineering, science, and business by focusing on methods best suited to practical
problems. This edition has been thoroughly updated throughout. There are new chapters on nonlinear interior methods and derivative-free
methods for optimization, both of which are widely used in practice and are the focus of much current research. Because of the emphasis on
practical methods, as well as the extensive illustrations and exercises, the book is accessible to a wide audience.
In a previous volume (ICT-Energy-Concepts Towards Zero-Power ICT; referenced below as Vol. 1), we addressed some of the fundamentals
related to bridging the gap between the amount of energy required to operate portable/mobile ICT systems and the amount of energy
available from ambient sources. The only viable solution appears to be to attack the gap from both sides, i.e. to reduce the amount of energy
dissipated during computation and to improve the efficiency in energy-harvesting technologies. In this book, we build on those concepts and
continue the discussion on energy efficiency and sustainability by addressing the minimisation of energy consumption at different levels
across the ICT system stack, from hardware to software, as well as discussing energy consumption issues in high-performance computing
(HPC), data centres and communication in sensor networks. This book was realised thanks to the contribution of the project ‘Coordinating
Research Efforts of the ICT-Energy Community’ funded from the European Union under the Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) area
of the Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (grant agreement n. 611004).
BY THE WINNER OF THE 2013 JOSÉ SARAMAGO PRIZE AN AFRICA39/UNESCO CITY OF LITERATURE 2014 TOP AFRICAN WRITER
UNDER 40 A GUARDIAN TOP FIVE AFRICAN WRITER, 2012 WINNER OF THE GRINZANE PRIZE FOR BEST YOUNG WRITER, 2010 By
the beaches of Luanda, the Soviets are building a grand mausoleum in honour of the Comrade President. Granmas are whispering: houses,
they say, will be dexploded, and everyone will have to leave. With the help of his friends Charlita and Pi (whom everyone calls 3.14), and with
assistance from Dr. Rafael KnockKnock, the Comrade Gas Jockey, the amorous Gudafterov, crazy Sea Foam, and a ghost, our young hero
must decide exactly how much trouble he’s willing to face to keep his Granma safe in Bishop’s Beach. Energetic and colourful, impish and
playful, Granma Nineteen and the Soviet’s Secret is a charming coming-of-age story from the next rising star in African literature.
Helps students prepare and practise for their school-leaving exams and equips them with lifelong learning and study skills. Taking an
inductive approach to Grammar, this title revises and extends the students' knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through varied skillsbased activities that recycle, revise, evaluate and develop language skills.
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